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The usage of WebDAV protocol has become

popular for physics experiments using grid

middleware. It is a valid alternative to GridFTP

after the retirement of Globus Toolkit. Belle II

experiment adopted WebDAV as the main

protocol for data access and third-party

transfers. The migration process required a

large effort to ensure a smooth transition while

keeping the infrastructure operational.
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Belle II has invested a significant amount of effort to extensively adopt WebDAV as the primary protocol for data access and

transfer, replacing GridFTP. The transition has been completed for disk storages, the final step is to migrate the TAPE system

to the WebDAV protocol and adopt REST API for tape staging.

Since the start of the migration campaign in 

2022 the adoption of WebDAV is steadily 

increased. The graph show the traffic WN 

vs SE per protocol.

In the last month more that 90% of the 

transfers WN-SE have been done via 

WebDAV, and less than 3% via SRM .

After 1 year of operation WebDAV 

has demonstrated a high level of 

reliability.
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CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS

To monitor the progress of WebDAV

support across the different Belle II

storage systems for third-party

copying, a testing engine has been

set up. The system sends a set of

file transfer jobs via the production

FTS service. For each pair of

endpoints, the system sends two

jobs, one using the push mode and

the other the pull mode. A full set of

tests is run four times per day. All

results are published via the web,

showing a matrix in which, a green

square indicates that both push and

pull transfers were successful.

Green and yellow colors suggest

transfers with WebDAV can be put in

production, requiring at least one

successful mode.

Third-party-copy with WebDAV 

reached a peak of 100% in 

March 2023, with an average 

greater of 70% in the last 6 

months. Large part of the 

residual SRM traffic is related to 

TAPE access and to the 

decommissioning of old SE.
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